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Week 1
• Lecture 1. Presentation of Linux Distributions. Lab: Flashing and working in a VM running a headless
linux distro.
5th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 2. Linux Firewalls and basic examples. Lab: Creating iptables rules.
6th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 3. Hardening Server security. Lab: On the use of fail2ban and ssh hardening tools
7th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 4. Defending against Distributed Denial of Service Attacks.
8th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);

Week 2
• Lecture 5. Distributed Denial of Service Attacks
12th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 6. Introduction to DNS and DNS type pf attacks. Lab: Implementing a DNS server using BIND9
13th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 7. AES: The Advanced Encryption Standard. Lab: Experimenting with DNS server cache
poising.
14th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time);
• Lecture 8. PGP, IPSec, SSL/TLS, and Tor Protocols
15th July 2021, 9 am – 11 am (UK time).

Abstract:
The proposed activity concerns lectures on Network Security focusing on the hands-on experience. The
course will deal with the analysis, design, and management issues for achieving an effective network
security zone. Key concepts and technologies that will be presented include linux firewalls,
authentication, type of of attacks (DDoS/DOS/DNS) and possible mitigation techniques. An overview of
encryption algorithms and security protocols will also be presented. Students must have access to a
personal Virtual Machine (VM) in which they will flash a Debian OS (or other linux distro). By login to
their VM they will experiment on using linux firewalls, hardening server security as well as monitoring
potential malicious attempts for breaching security.
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